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HOW TO WRITE A (FRE-CH) NOVEL ABOUT N~ERICA 

OCTOBER 17, 1983 KORNEL HUVOS 

Fe~ i= any ~~rican s know that annually 
French writers publi s h an~here between 30 and 80 
-- yes BO! -- no·els abo1~ _~erica and Ame ricans. 
Strange as it: =a_' see=., cile French -- ,-"hether they 
like it or not (~d -any do not) -- are literally 
obsessed wi tr. . gs Amer~can, movies and music, 
cars and dr inks, sportswear and porno mags, sky
scrapers, star oars, E.T . and a soap named Dallas. 
And, not unexpectedly, their obsession is reflected 
in French literature . 

For 25 years or so, I h a ve followed with 
puzzlement this unremitt ing di splay of Americanomania 
in a country t:hat has alternately, if not simultaneously, 
loved and hated the United States, and has never been 
able to exorcise the magic of le Nouveau Monde. 
Eventually, in order to approach this fascinating 
phenomenon in a methodical fashion, I decided to 
compile and publish an annotated bibliography of 
French fict ion \-,i th American topics, covering a 
reasonably long period such as two decades. The 
task was an arduous one and its implementation at 
times e xhausting , but, in retrospect, well worth 
the effort. As for t he result, it was truly amazing : 
for the 20-year pe riod starting in 1960 and ending 
in 1979, I identif ied a total of 276 such novels 
by French men and women of letters. What also 
struck me was that while the novels in question 
dealt with a wide variety of American topics, there 
were certain themes and characters that kept reappear
ing with an almost maniacal regularity, such as 
movie stars, jazz musicians, skyscrapers, junkies, 
university campuses, hippies, journalists, Blacks, 
millionaires, protesters, etc. As a next step, 
I proceeded to identify these recurring themes and 
divide t hem into groups, while noting the frequency 
of their occurrence. To draw somewhere a line, I 
decided to study for the time being only the themes 
that appeared in at least twelve novels. 
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Here then are, in a nutshell, the first 
results of my inquiry. The material that follows 
is divided into fifteen basic themes found in the 
276 French novels published between 1960 and 1979. 
They are grouped in a numerically decreasing order. 

Theme 1 

Big Cities and Skyscrapers 
(101 novels out of 276, i.e. 36.6%) 

Since the days when skyscrapers were hardly 
found anywhere else but in the U.S., American urban 
gigantism and the hectic way of life it generates 
have traditionally been favorite themes of French 
novelists. The American megalopolis, whether pre
sented with admiration or revulsion and scorn, has 
always been regarded by the French as a huge cluster 
of cyclopean symbols whose decoding will ultimately 
yield to the dumbfounded European the secrets of 
a hard-to-grasp anthill civilization. Needless 
to say, out of 101 such novels, more than 60 depict 
life in New York City, while the others concentrate 
mainly on Chicago, Los Angeles/Hollywood, San 
Francisco and Boston/Cambridge, and to a lesser 
extent on Washington, D.C., New Orleans -- obviously 
attractive because of its French background --, 
Philadelphia, Las Vegas, Dallas, St. Louis and 
Pittsburgh. The unmatched popularity of New York 
as a narrative backdrop is evidenced by the remark
ably large number of novels whose original French 
titles include either explicitly or metonymically 
a reference to the city. A few examples: New York 
Party, Oasis New York, New York Parade, Miranda et 
les hautes maisons de New York [Miranda and the 
tall buildings of New York], Projet pour une 
revolution a New York [Blueprint for a revolution 
in New York], Manhattan Blues, Et les bisons 
brouteront a Manhattan [and the buffalos shall graze 
in Manhattan], Manhattan Transit, Jesus de Manhattan, 
Abraham de Brooklyn, 331W20, Les Rives de l'Hudson 
[The Banks of the Hudson River) and La Guardia 
Airport. 
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_heme 2 

_ransatlantic Love Affairs 
( 3 0 e1s, 26.5%) 

~~ese .ovels -- 46 to be exact -
portray Free r:can ~orous couples. In 27, the 
male is Fr~ ~- - "e =emale American; in nineteen, 
it is the o~' 0"" • aro d . As a rule, French male 
novelist pre=e= -e_ . ~ .. g love affairs between French-
men and Amer':' =- . , whi le their female counter-
parts usua l _ ~- ~~e ch women in love with American 
men. But t~e= = _~c found other ethnic combinations: 
in eight no e:- r e nale is American, the female a 
non-French s~~~er; in six, it is the woman who is 
American, wh':':e ~e an is a non-French foreigner; 
in eight, bo partners are American; and in another 
two, they are ~e':' .er French nor American. Finally, 
there is one s ~ence fiction with a love affair between 
an American = _e movie director and an ape of the 
Amazons, s o ~ roughly humanized that he makes it 
to stardom ic ~- rican television (only to lose after 
a while his s appeal and end up in a minor American 
zoo). Is tha~ ~at is in store for NBC's Mr. Smith? 

Theme 3 

The Crisis Years 
(56 novels, 20.3%) 

Th~s is a complex group containing a number 
of different yet often interdependent themes like 
the civil rig:.t:s , anti-war and women's liberation 
movements, en ironmentalism, campaigns in favor of 
or agains t abortion, bussing and nuclear energy, 
the various subcultures (hippies, yippies, drug 
addicts, co unes, etc.), the myths of leade rs 
such as Che Guevara and Mao Tse-tung, etc. 

Interestingly enough, the crises are rarely 
presented as isolated and specifically American phe
nomena. ?ather, they appear as having been the sources 
of inspiration of similar French movements that 
eventually climaxed in the violent events of May 
196 8 in Paris. Acknowledging this American pater nity, 
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several novels picture young or not-so-young French 
dissenters on a quasi-pilgrimage to the U.S.A., 
visiting, as it were, the holy places of anti
establishment dissent (Berkeley being' one of the most 
revered shrines where European protesters pay tribute 
to the memory of Mario Savio's Free Speech Movement). 

However, the truly striking feature about 
these novels is a linguistic one : in many of them, 
French characters intersperse their speech with words 
and expressions borrowed from the special English 
vocabulary of the American subcultures, the liturgical 
lingua franca of rock, pacifism, feminism, environ
mentalism, sex liberation and drug cultism that has 
become the common idiom of youthful and pseudo-youthful 
protesters allover the Western world, including 
die Grunen. To quote but one example of this trans
cultural socia- linguistic contamination: in our 
novels, the French protagonists of the drug subculture 
use profusely such English termini technici as 
"hasch," "acid," If speed, " "j oints," "grass," "j unkie, " 
"pusher," "dealer, " "trip," "overdose. " They even 
use English verbs with French endings, like "se doper, " 
"se shooter " and " sniffer. 1I 

Theme 4 

America in French Science Fiction 
and Fantastic Literature 

(40 novels, 14.5%) 

Depicting America as a society of pioneers, 
~eformers, social experimenters and technological 
lnn~vat~rs ~arrying a messianic message of liberty, 
soclal Justlce, progress and happiness was a French 
li~erary tradition in the 18th and early 19th centuries. 
Th1S fav~rable image has remained very much alive even 
though Slnce the mid 1800's it has been paralleled 
and somewhat overshadowed -- yet never supplanted __ 
by another ~ontrasting.intellectual tradition whereby 
the U.S.A. 1S a potent1ally threatening expansionist 
coloss~s wh~se wealth and material power will end 
~p subJugat1~g the Old World. The persistence of both 
l~ages ~xplalns,why the U.S.A. has become an important 
f1gure 1n today s French science and future fiction. 
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In only two of these 40 novels is it suggested 
that New York , to all Europeans a prime symbol of 
American urban ode rnis, ight be doomed to destruction. 
In the firs t, ~_dians 5 cceed in crippling all of 
Manhattan's co _ -ers , paralyzing then disintegrating 
life in New Y ~ , . eventually nature takes over 
and once agaiI: - e :..., . .&=alos are grazing in Manhattan. " 
In the other I ."7"e - 0:=: also collapses, this time as 
a result of a ~;-s'-""""io " leprosy " of steel, concrete 
and glass tha~ ~---c s, eats away and eventually 
pulverize s tte ~ =oundations of the skyscrapers. 
However, wit= - exception of these two, all the 
other novels - ~e American megalopolis and all 
of the U. S. - _ :y unscathed, but even more power
ful than e~"". _et , while in the eyes of the French 
novelists , -~: s rvival of American power is assured 
an opinio- - ~ always shared by American future fiction 
writers ~- o~er prophets of doom -- U.S. democracy 
is les s s __ -e o f its survival. Indeed, in about a 
dozen ~o _:s, tomorrow's America is ruled by totali
tarian re ' -es of various kinds, by political adventurers 
or tecr~ rats, or even by Amazones. As for the 
rival ry De_ een the U.S. and the U.S.S . R., the 
Frenc a~~ors take it for granted that it will 
contin-e ~o be a fact of future international life. 

~~d, finally, there is one science fiction 
that transcends the realm of fanciful yet tangible 
reality, and brings in a Homer ic element of "epic 
supernature " : it shows a marine monster meting out 
dis tributive justice by devouring the evil chairman 
of the board of an American multinational corpora
tion, guilty of plotting the establishment of a nuclear 
d urrp on the banks of the St . Lawrence River . 

Thene 5 

The American Campus 
(32 novels, 11.6%) 

Since the turn of the century, traditionally, 
many French writers visiting the U.S.A. have lectured 
and taught courses in American colleges and universities, 
and, conversely, many Frenchmen and Frenchwomen teach
ing in U.S. schools have yielded to the temptation 
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of writing novels entirely or partially devoted to 
life on American campuses. Once again, I found that 
the sexual chauvinism mentioned earlier causes male 
authors to choose as their principal characters French 
professors or male students on American campuses, 
while female authors prefer portraying French faculty 
women or coeds in the u.s. I found no novels about 
American male students in Europe. On the other hand, 
it seems that the American college girl in Paris -
pretty, coquettish, sexually uninhibited, at times 
even perverse -- is well on her way to becoming a stock 
character of the roman americaniste. 

Among the universities most often mentioned, 
Harvard stands out without any doubt as the undisputed 
leader. Stranger as it may sound to Americans, 
Harvard's Business School is mentioned in a host of 
novels with fetishistic respect, and its MBA is a 
status symbol of unmatched prestige. Next on the 
ladder are Princeton and Columbia, somewhat less 
frequently Yale and MIT and, of course, Berkeley, 
considered not so much as a distinguished place of 
learning, but rather, as pointed out earlier, the 
Mecca of international student dissent. 

Theme 6 

Jazzmen, Entertainers and Movie Stars 
(31 novels, 11.2%) 

The e x traordinary popularity of American 
movies, jazz, rock and country music among the French 
has, of course, not gone unnoticed by French novel
ists. In vain did the cantankerous spoil-sport 
Georges Duhamel, one of the most influential French 
novelists of the Thirties, declare in America the 
Menace, his vitriolic American travel diary published 
in 1930, that the vogue of American jazz music marks 
" the triumph of barbaric stupidity. " Thanks to such 
jazz aficiaonados and luminaries of French letters 
as Paul Morand, Luc Durtain, Simone de Beauvoir, 
Jean-Paul Sartre and Boris Vian, the prestige of 
American jazz, its esthetics, its mystique, its 
vocabulary, are firmly established in the contemporary 
French novel. In fact, there are but few novels 
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dealing with American s ub'ects that do not refer, at 
least in passing, to s uch '~ortals of American music 
and entertainment as Lo is ;rmstrong, Duke Ellington, 
Artie Shaw, Art Tatum, Stan Getz , Phelonius Monk, 
Lester Young, Hiles Da-is, -inuny Hendrix, Cab Calloway, 
Pink Floyd, Coleman Ha-:ins, El la Fitzgerald, the 
crooners Bing Crosby, Pa-: _~,ka, Frank Sinatra and, 
of course, by far t he - st ~dolized of all, Elvis 
Presley, whose life an a=eer are the subject of a 
couple of French nove_s. 

However, it ~ - 'e Hollywood stars who with 
their enormous foI l . _ -ong the French clearly 
outdo even the music~~ •. stonishingly, it is Marilyn 
Monroe who remains -~- ~ any question the supreme 
Love Goddess; with ~ ?=~ novel s e ntirely devoted 
to her life, she al _ ars in a third novel as the 
mistress of an Amer~ - ;coon murdered by a young 
protester hopeless_: . ~e wi th Marilyn's image. 
Furthermore, she is ad in at least 30 others 
as the embodiment 0= s e -':g Weibliche," the ultimate 
sex symbol, and the __ ce of inspiration to countless 
French teenagers s' s t e two young lovers of 
Yves Simon's 19 78 ~ ' : ~ d ans l'ame who reenact 
Bonnie and Clyde's rampage and tragic death 
while dreaming 0= . :ri yn Monroe, Hollywood, Las 
Vegas and night specials. " 

Arno _ ~ e divinities of the Hollywood 
Olympus, as pe=ceived by the French novelists 
one also fi nds ary Cooper -- who inspired am~ng 
others Rorn~ -~ry's 1969 novel Adieu, Gary Cooper 
Tyrone Power , Jlmmy Stewart, Erroll Flynn, Fred 
McMu:ray I - :n Wayne ~ Jimmy Dean -- whose mystique 
remalns a~ ~verpowerlng as ever -- Charlie Chaplin, 
Laurel anc ~ardy -- who, during the interwar years, 
were kno, t o the French as "Pat et Patachon, " two 
names totally forgotten tod ay -- Lauren Bacall Ava 
Gardner, Li sa Minelli, John Travolta, Katharin~ 
Hepburn and Henry Fonda, Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers and so many more. 
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The American Millionnaire 
(29 novels, 10.5%) 
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This is another personage solidly entrenched 
in French literature. By as early as the middle of 
the 19th century, the wealthy American had jelled, 
not unlike centuries earlier the "masks" of the Italian 
commedia dell'arte, into a stock character of French 
stage and fiction. He was traditionally depicted as 
a hyperactive doer, enterprising, uninhibited, ready 
to take any risk, playing at times the role of a 
puritanical, moralizing and quixotic knight-errant, 
more often than not uncouth, totally ignorant of 
the refinements of polite society and the art of 
sophisticated conversation. Whenever possible, he 
was portrayed as lounging boorishly in an armchair, 
with feet on the table and hat pushed back, courting 
women with the naivete of the nouveau riche, childishly 
r elying on the irresistible attraction of his check 
book. However, in the 20th century, and especially 
i n the decades under scrutiny, he already appears 
more refined: he has now become a high-class business
man, a Texas oilman, a Philadelphia banker or, better 
yet, the chairman of the board of a large multi
national corporation with business connections all 
over the world, a jet-setter on a first-name relation
ship with the powerful of the world. Finally, as the 
Eighties draw closer, the American millionnaire 
seems to be fading away from the French novel. It 
might be that he will eventually fall victim to the 
recessions and depressions that have sprung up in 
the wake of the age of American self-criticism, 
p rotest and revolt, of the humiliations in Vi~tnam, 
Watergate and Tehran. Will his place be taken over 
by such newcomers to the French novel as the American 
poor, the unemployed auto worker, the insolvent 
farmer, the Bowery burn? Future will tell. 

Theme 8 

The Blacks 
(29 novels, 10.5%) 

Host novels in this group were published in 
the Six ties and Seventies, at a time when, under the 
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leadership of such differ i n g leaders as Martin Luther 
King, Malcolm X, Stokely Ca rmichael, H. Rap Brown, 
Elijah Muhammad, Bobby Sea e and the Black Panthers, 
the civil rights struggle . -as in full swing, with " long 
hot sununers," integratio ist d emonstrations and revolts 
of black convicts (as i ~ctica), and when Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan had n o ~e t come up with his blue
print for " benign negle 

Of these 2 9 ~_s, a dozen deal with the 
race problem and raci s - a~titudes in American society. 
They picture the Black s and their allies, the white 
activists, as engaged: a largely nonviolent, yet 
at times violent, str~~_ -e aiming for total integra
tion (except for one = 7el dealing with the utopian 
a spirations of black s e?aratists). In three historic 
novels, the authors cescribe the condition of Blacks 
before the Civil War ; ~ee others deal with black 
jazzmen and their mus_ ; two tell the stories of 
African black dictato~s ~o both bear a striking 
resemblance to Idi A-~- Dada and are shown as being 
intensely, if not ~e~=ishly, courted by the USSR 
and the USA who bo~ vet the rich natural resources 
of his country. y , in only one source, a 
collection of sho~ aries, I did find a timid 
attempt at showinq a fleeting love affair between 
a young black gi~: and an American white teenager. 
None, however, _ "e of a relationship involving 
a black male ace a white female. 

Ki ~ the exception of the two "African 
satires," a __ the novels side with the Blacks and 
condemn Ace~ican racial intolerance. 

Theme 9 

The Vietnam War 
(23 novels, 8 .3%) 

These novels off er a n almost corn 1 t 
p:no r arna,of the French an d t h e American Ph~s:se 
o t h e V~etnam War, as we l l as of t h e aftermath 
o~ t he w~thdrawal of the American forces from 
V:-etnam a nd Cambod ia. i'lhile the novels dealing 
w1th t he French pha s e a r e o=para ti ely few , those 
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depicting the P~erican phase as well as those dealing 
with cQnditions after the fall of Saigon are numero~s. 
Several give a combined view of the French and Amer~can 
phases. 

Not unexpectedly, in most novels, the 
Vietnamese are pictured as the "good guys," while 
the French and Americans are assigned the thankless 
role of the aggressors. However, this approach is 
not exclusive: in a number of narratives, the Vietkong 
and the Hanoi regulars are portrayed as ideologically 
dogmatic, cunning, cruel, preparing behind a patriotic 
and democratic camouflage the advent of an inhuman 
dictatorial regime, while the American pacifists 
display a pitifully naive idealism, crediting their 
adversaries with selflessly noble motives aimed at 
reuniting a senselessly divided country, while in 
actual fact the American retreat will open for all 
of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia a ruthless, bloody 
tyranny, a servitude infinitely worse than anything 
they have known under their previous masters. There 
is even a novel, Jean Larteguy's La Baron celeste, 
whose narrator, commenting on the psychological 
heritage of the Vietnam War, questions America's 
future reliability as an ally: " The armies of the 
Warsaw Pact " -- writes Larteguy -- "could conquer 
Europe with impunity, while the U.S., suffering 
from a post-Vietnam fit of isolationism and betrayed 
by her intellectuals, masters of the media, would 
let us down. All they would do is pray for us in 
their Baptist temples." 

Theme 10 

The Military in War and Peace 
(20 novels, 7.3%) 

While some of these novels overlap with a 
few of the preceding category, they nevertheless 
constitute a separate group dealing principally with 
Gll s and officers of World War II, the liberation 
and the postwar period overseas as well as in the 
".5. What is most significant about these novels is 
~hat with a few exceptions the Americans, enlisted 
men, noncoms and officers alike, are portrayed 
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individually in a very positive fashion, as likeable, 
sentimental, i dealistic if at times childish human 
beings discharging t heir task s out of their sense of 
duty, without c ch enth siasm and conviction, victims, 
as it were, 0= t~eir hu=an condition and their American 
citizenship. =~ is 0 ly when American servicemen are 
shown in large ~~~rs that the tone turns hostile. 
The black GI , .. o·-e er I a _ways finds favor with the 
French nove lis-=s: '.e is depicted as a good fellow 
wi th a golden bear.-, . 0 has learned to live as best 
he can with ' 5 - ' _i~ary servitude and is rarely 
treated on an ~ =ooting by his white comrades 
in arms or by .e civilian populations of Europe 
and Asia. 

Theme 11 

Pol ice, CIA, FBI 
(20 novels, 7.3%) 

Once again, I was surprised to find that 
with a few exceptions the novels portray the American 
police, and in particular the special agencies such 
as the FBI and CIA , in a more or less friendly fashion. 
They are often described with scarcely concealed 
envy as omnipresent and omnipotent on a worldwide 
scale, infinitely efficient and having quasi unlimited 
financial resource s at their disposal. In their 
rivalry with the KGB, they more often than not win 
out, unless , as it happens in one novel, they 
cooperate with the Russians against a third opponent. 
American po ice fight incessantly and with reasonable 
success against terrorism and international drug traffic. 
In one nove l , they are even credited with saving the 
social order of the Western World by foiling an atomic 
blackmail attempt by a young South American millionnaire 
out to revolutionize the capitalist world. However, 
unfavorable portraits are also present: thus, in 
one novel , the FBI is held re sponsible for the 
odious persecution of a young "hippie prophe t ll who, 
as the reincarnation of Jesus Christ, has corne to 
redeem the sins of Manhattan (which , incidenta.lly, 
are many). Likewise, t he CIA is shown as being 
involved in the murder of two French presidential 
candidates, and a Los Angeles police chief is depicted 
as an extortionist eventually shot to deat h by his 
young lover. 
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To round out the picture , a few words about 
French detective fiction in general. In view of the 
e xtraordinary vogue in France of the mysteries "traduits 
de l'Americain " [translated from American English] , 
American detective s, criminals, accomplices or victims 
h ave become ind ispensable ingredients of Fre nch 
detective stories. There are also the ones that have 
no American characters, but whose plots take the 
reader to the USA, most of the time to New York , 
Chicago or Los Angeles. This irresistible urge to 
spice French detective fiction with American ~lement s 
is manifest e ven in the titles. Of the ones lnclude d 
in this group, many have eithe r English titles ~r 
titles that refer in one way or another to Amerlca, 
as Audieu, La Jolla, La Guardia Airport, Diamondback, 
Business Blues, Black Blood, Money, ~, Bloody 
Mary, etc. 

Theme 12 

Journalists 
(20 novels, 7.3%) 

The popularity of journalists in these novels 
should come as no surprise: many of their authors are 
actually members of the press corps, correspondents of 
daily papers or of the government-operated French 
Radio and Television. In nine out of twenty novels, 
the main characters are French reporters -- male and 
female -- stationed in the Unite d States, while another 
nine deal with American journalists in France or 
other foreign countries. In the remaining two, there 
are two women, one Italian, the other Algerian, 
both covering the American scene. In three novels, 
the authors picture the habitual French-American 
i dyll. Examples: while staying in France, an 
-~erican newsman falls in love with a French woman; 
a French woman journalist falls in love with an 
;~erican professor living -- and eventually dying 
~ the US ; a French newsman falls in love with a 
~'sterious girl from New York who appears off and 

__ i n Paris, and who, as the author seems to suggest, 
- ' gh t well be an "extraterrestrial " of sorts. 

In most of these novels, the American is 
portrayed once again as a most sympathique individual, 
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compassionate and he l pful, eage r to right wrongs 
wherever he encount e rs them. I e ven fo und a futur e 
fiction describing how, in 1988 , in a France ruled 
by a totalitarian r e gi e, t h e persecuted secretly 
pass on the list of t eir grie vances to Ame rican 
journalists. Ob iousl , tt.e aut h or i s convinced 
that the US wi _ cont " e payin g the some what 
quixotic and a~ _i=es selective r ole of t he defensor 
of human righcs - 0 -.ich it h ad b een committed by 
various adminis~atio s. 

Theme 13 

Historic Novels 
(1 9 novels , 6 .9 %) 

After hal f a century o f hibernation, the 
French historic novel seems to be c oming back to 
life, and s o i s French fiction i nspired by the American 
past, especia ly by life in Louisiana and Virginia 
at the time of the War of I ndependence and t h e Civil 
War. Characters are French as well as American, and 
mostly fic titious, but historic figures such a s 
George Washington and the i nevitable La Fayette also 
appear. A number of authors s how special interest 
in Indians, others commise r a t e with the fate o f the 
black slaves toiling in t he c otton fields of t h e South. 
One novel narrates the struggle s of a group of French 
officers of apoleon's Grande Armee who after Waterloo 
start a new life in Texas and Alabama; another tells 
the story of the first J ews who settled in 1654 in 
Manhattan a f ter fleeing the Brazilian Inquisition. 

The revival o f the French historic novel 
also brought back to li fe the roman-fleuve, the 
cyclic novels made so popular in the first half of 
the 20th century by Romain Rol land, Marcel Proust, 
George s Duhamel, Roge r Ma r tin d u Gard and Jules 
Romains. As in t he pas t, t h e purpose of these 
mUlti-volume sagas r emain s t o trace the life story 
of an individual, or of an e ntire family or a group 
o f people portrayed a gai n st the panoramic b ackdrop 
of international events. These chronicles of h uman 
destinies entangled in contemporary history often 
include references to the United States and individual 
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Americans, historic or fictitious. It must be said 
once again that most of the time the im~ge ?f ~nerica 
unfolding in these latter-day French ep~cs ~s con
siderably more favorable than the one most American 
readers, whose propensity for self-denigration is 
legendary among Europeans, would expect to find. 

Theme 14 

Multinational Corporations 
(12 novels, 4.4%) 

These are almost exclusively science fictions 
and romans d'anticipation (future fiction) written 
in the ironical mood, with unmistakable hostility 
towards the international corporations considered as 
detestably symptomatic of our "post-modern" civiliza
tion. Most mUltinationals portrayed are American 
fictitious or real like IBM or Hertz -- with a 
branch office in Paris where usually the action 
takes place. A few others are French with American 
ramifications. What they all have in common is 
that, regardless of their origins, they have lost 
their national characteristics, are engaged in 
violent rivalries among each other and impose 
their will upon national governments. 

Interestingly enough, in spite of the 
critical attitude of the authors, most multinationals 
of the future are depi~ted as remarkably prosperous, 
supported by all the m~ght of an America as power
ful as ever: not one of these novels seems to 
suggest that in the year 2000 or thereafter America's 
power may be on the decline. 

Theme 15 

"~raditior:al" and "Disintegrated" Novels 
w~th Arner~can Words, Objects and Concepts 

(73 novels, 26.5%) 

. I ~ave left for the end these novels that 
~ cons~der w~thout any question to be the most interest 
lng of all : to me, they demonstrate more convincingly 
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than any other category the dee~ and lasting,inroads 
American civilization has made 1nto French l1fe. The 
group is composed of t wenty ovels (7.3%) that are 
"traditional ll in that the ave more or less clearly 
identified characters, pots and localities of action, 
and of another 53 nove ls (_9 . 2%) that today 's French 
critics refer to as roraans ec ates, "exploded" or 
II disintegrated" novels ;-i" _0 t clearly identifiable 
personae, argumenta and oc~, consisting mostly of 
interior monologues noted :-i th the II stream of con
sciousness " technique b- : "'-ge y indeterminate locutors 
or scriptors, generat' _ a ext lacking what we tradi
tionally refer to as c :.es:'o . n mat dis tinguishes 
the "Americanism" of .. ese 3 no els from those 
described in the pre~ous groups is that instead of 
portraying American characters or localities, they 
show non-American ( S~ Y Frenc ) characters using 
with varying frequency words, ames , expressions, 
e xclamations, a.t tU=.es even entire passages drawn 
from the American anguage, or who mention objects 
or concepts common y used in the USA . Here are at 
random a few t ypical e xamples of such Americana: 
happening, disk jockey, hit parade, jam session, 
~ool, hot, blues, bee-~op, rock'n' roll, punk, flipper, 
Juke-box, sexy , call-g1rl, cover-girl starlet , , , 
maJorette, nymphet , stress, jogging, gadget, T-shirt 
(usually spe lled "Tee-shirt' or even "Ti-shirt") 
sweat shirt, jeans, chewing gum , rewriting, scoo~, 
news flash~ westerns, clone, eye-liner, after-shave, 
Kleenex ~W1th a lower case "k" ), bourbon, Coca-Cola 
M-G-M, T1me, Newsweek, Reader's Digest, Playboy, , 
Penthouse, .centerfo~d, pin-up girl, OK, hello, hi, 
swap (of W1ves or g1rlfriends) Mobil Shell G d 
h t-d h mb '" 00 year, ~ og, ~ urger, MacDonald , Kentucky Fried Chicken 
B1g.Mac, B1g Boy, ketchup, DowChemical, Formica ' - , 
~~~1S Craft, UCLA, MI T, .. anhattan, Broadway crA 

, gangster , Mandrake, S perman t ' , 
of the congenital prudishness that ~sc., etc. Because 
know, my hallmark, I have bowdlerized'o~~ ;~Ut~~ll 
paper a host of American fo 1 1S 
used and abused by French n ur-l~tter words frequently 
and referring most of t h t?ve 1stS of both sexes, 

~~~~ivbeUalnld exdcrhetory ~rg~~~ ~~dr~~~~~~~~!v~~ 
, s an orses. 
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, 'd ed these "Aro.erican novels without It 1S 1n e 'k' 1 
America and American" that illustrate most str1 1ng y 
to what extent, in this second half of the 20th 
century, American civilization has permeated the , , 
French vocabulary, thought, imagination and affectlvlty. 
The principal sources of this linguistic-cultural 
infiltration are the American cinema, TV, cartoons, 
novels, science and detective fiction. Its target 
is the French urban language that, in one of his 
notorious anti-American diatribes, Sorbonne professor 
Rene Etiemb1e referred to angrily as "frang1ais " 
(Le., the combination of "francais" and "anglais," 
which is actually a misnomer: "francoricain," a com
bination of "francias" and "americain" would have 
been the appropriate term). That, however, is but 
one way of approaching the problem. In a very 
different vein, the French literary critic Dominique 
Desanti has hailed the entry of American loanwords 
into the French vocabulary in these words: 

The idiom developed around the 
bistros and cinemas of Saint
Severin on Paris's left bank 
is now becoming a written 
language. Rich in images and 
percussive, it feeds, of course, 
on the post-May 1968 subculture, 
and bristles with American 
words that, embedded in our 
sentences, constitute its nails 
and claws. 

In conclusion, two questions. The first, 
a~ked so often about the image of America in forei n 
llt~ratures: these masks of la Comedie americaine

g 

~~~~u~~rr~abYa~ontemporary,FrenCh novelists obses~ed 
ful? It ,~ they Amer1ca? Is the image truth-

. seems to me that th" , question. 1S lS ask1ng the wrong 

The findings of our th 
-ega~ive and positive are fau ors, b¥ turns 
- d~scussion because'of ' ~ ~our~e, wlde open = ~ever, what they do ShO~he7~h~nev1table subjectivity. 
:s the way in which th F w1

h 
out any ambiguity 

reac t e renc authors themselves 
to the peculiarities of life in America. This 
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specifically French way of seeing, feeling, judging 
America abounds in precious insights into French 
attitudes and French thought in general. Hence, 
when we turn to French novelists in search of their 
representation of America, what unfolds before our 
eyes is not s o uch A erica , but rather France, not 
a portrait but a self-portrait, a fascinating image 
that reveals no- its cogitated object but its 
cog itating sub ect, not its model but its creator. 

The second question: isn't it perplexing 
and outright be ~_dering that every year up to 
80 French nove ists choose to write about ~~erica? 
About America, ~nd you, not about the USSR, not 
about Germany, :taly or Switzerland, China, Canada, 
Egypt or Israe. Why America? After 25 years of 
research and .any more conjectures -- some of which 
seem irrefutab_e -- I am still not sure I have the 
answer to the enigma. But this I know: it signals 
something t erribly important about America. . . 




